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Dear associates,
During 2015 we have continued carrying out activities in order to raise awareness of citizenship,
professionals and children on Children’s Rights, continuing the programs implemented time ago.
As a result of the task performed by the interdisciplinary Working Group on the violation of Children’s
Rights in conflictive couple breakups, an intense calendar of activities, extended to all Catalan capitals,
has been developed, which counted on the active involvement of 250 professionals from different fields.
We have intensified our presence in mass media –television, radio and online magazines- not only in
dramatic moments, but during the year, with the aim to inform citizenship that we all must to be
involved in the defense and promotion of Children’s Rights.
We have intended to pamper the relationship with our associates in order we all, each of us from his or
her space of work and life, and own experience, share and encourage each other to continue working
creatively to improve children’s life conditions. We thought we could expand the number of associates,
but we haven’t succeeded. But we have made a lot of friends.
We have implemented joint activities and research activities about the different forms of child
maltreatment and how to prevent it together with different professional colleges of Law, Pedagogy,
Psychology and Social Work.
My final words are words of farewell as President of ACIM. It has been a big responsibility which I have
assumed from 2008 since today, and although these years haven’t been easy, I thank all and each one of
the persons involved with whom I have shared complicities, enthusiasm and commitment. I’m at your
disposal to continue working making a kind country for childhood, where we all respect each other and
we can live life in joy.
Maria-Eulàlia Palau del Pulgar
President
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Maria-Eulàlia Palau del Pulgar, President
Josep Lluís Ortuño, Vice-president
Sònia Pino Barquillo, Secretary
Maria Milagros Calleja Gutiérrez, Treasurer
Conxita Vila Vila, Vocal
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ACULL Program

Objective
This Program has two aspects with different objectives:
o Attention to families, children and adolescents in risk or vulnerability situations;
o Awareness raising and prevention of child mistreatment.
We attend to all those people in front of real or suspicious situations of child mistreatment (of their
own or others, current or past, within the family, professional or community area), accompanying,
advising, orientating or making the necessary contention according to each case.
Besides the intervention in concrete situations, we want to prevent and to raise awareness about
any kind of child mistreatment, to disseminate the rights of the child and to promote good
treatment.
How do we do it?
The attention to families and children in risk or vulnerability situations is done through a free
specialized service of orientation and attention to victims, professionals and families taking care of
children being mistreated/ aggressive or in risk situations and it's given by professionals from
different fields (psychology, pedagogy, pediatrics, social work, law). The main objective is to
facilitate the access to the public resources from the information, the counseling and the
orientation according to each case.
Likewise, the activities in the context of awareness raising and prevention are linked directly with
the activities which be described in next sections within this document, especially, during 2015, the
workshops of the “Comunica’t amb seguretat” Project, and the different activities through which
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the “Drets en Acció” Program develops, always from a multidisciplinary perspective, with the aim of
promoting good treatment and networking of social agents and professionals involved.
Results
The number of direct users of the ACULL Program during 2015, was 372. By ages, we could
discriminate 117 children, 255 adults, from which 117 were professionals and 138 others (parents or
relatives, third parties knowing about a possible case of child maltreatment, adults which have
suffered some kind of situation of child maltreatment during their childhood, etc.).

87 new files have been opened during 2015 and 37 files have been attended to, opened in previous
years:

According to that, the number of minors attended to were (by ages):
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As stated before, the main objective of the ACULL Program is to prevent any kind of child
maltreatment, to contribute to the improvement of the attention to children victims or
perpetrators and to give the necessary support to families and to professionals involved.
In that way, the most consulted type of child maltreatment continues to be psychological (36,99%),
followed by physic maltreatment (23,29%) and child sexual abuse (8,22%) and last, with the same
rate, negligence and institutional maltreatment (2,74%).

As in previous years, the incidence rate of cases where possible maltreatments have being notified
and which ends revealing a conflictive situation with the ex couple more than a real maltreatment
perpetrated by the other parent or the environment, continues to be significant. As stated at the
last year activities report this matter has motivated the call of an interdisciplinary working group,
which has continued its development during this year (see section E.1).
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The geographical localization of the program beneficiaries is maintained, despite of a few increase
of consults and demands from other autonomous communities and ever from outside the country.
According to that, the geographical localization of the Service users has been mainly Barcelona
(city) and Barcelonès (36,11%) and the region of Vallès Occidental (34,62 %), which facilitates the
personalized and face-to- face attention for the most of the opened files, as well as the
establishment of in person contacts with other services and professionals involved in each case. The
regions of Vallès oriental and Tarragonès are equally represented with a rate of 3,70% each one,
whereas the regions of Garraf, Maresme, Baix Ebre, Urgell and Baix Llobregat represent a rate of
1,85% of the demands. On the other hand, it has been a demand (0,93%) form the Catalan regions of
Bages, Montsià, Noguera and from Migjorn (Mallorca). It has to be mentioned too those demands
from other autonomous territories, a 1,85% from Madrid, Canary Islands, and even abroad (Chile),
which although they don’t represent a significant rate, demonstrate an increase of the
dissemination and knowledge that the service has acquired.
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The growth of adults being maltreated when children and needing attention who address to the
Service remains growing because, even though they have born this experience during many years,
due to concomitant factors as unemployment, couple breakups or housing difficulties, currently
their resilience skills have been affected and they need professional support. This kind of demand
has reached, during 2015, a 9,68% of the total.

The profile of the users has been mainly relatives who suspect or have detected some kind of
maltreatment of their children, grandchildren or nephews, and which look for counseling, resources
and, mainly, contention. Usually they are members of the nuclear family and, sometimes, the
extended family.
It also has to be mentioned the demands from the users themselves (mainly adults victims of some
kind of maltreatment or violent situation during their childhood) and professionals linked direct and
indirectly with children and adolescents, which number has increased in relation to data from
exercise 2014.
Other users who have addressed to the service are those who, even they don’t have any kind of
relationship with the child and in front of any kind of suspicion of case of risk or maltreatment, they
look for counseling or information on the proceedings to notify these suspicions.
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Finally, it has to be highlighted that, during 2015, we have continued attending to future
professionals / students from different fields, who have addressed to the Service looking for
training, counseling and information about child maltreatment, as well as statistics and resources
from the territory, probably as a result of other activities developed by the Association. 8 demands
have been attended to with a total of 10 beneficiaries in all.
Awareness raising activities
Within this chapter it’s included, one
more year, the participation in Children’s
party organized by the Barcelona’s
Children’s Rights Network, of which
ACIM takes part. In 2015, the party was
celebrated on October 18 in the hall and
terrace of North Station, with 600
visitors.

On November 9 and 10, ACIM participated again in the Diversity Day, an event addressed at young
students between 12 and 18 years old from different High Schools from Barcelona, with aim of
promoting, sensitizing and educating about Human Rights and, specifically, about the Rights of the
Child. The activities carried out during these days have reached 236 direct beneficiaries.
It has to be mentioned too the organization of an awareness raising conference (November 16)
with the support of Sala Magalí, where brief interventions were carried out with concrete
awareness raising messages (One in five Campaign, violation of children’s rights in conflictive
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couple breakups, etc.). More than 50 direct beneficiaries have been sensitized and some of them
made a donation for the entity.
Finally, as it will state in the funding chapter, it
has to be highlighted the first Solidary Nautical
Mile organized by the Barcelona’s Sports and
Cultural Firemen Association, carried out on
June 26 at Bogatell Beach, and which counted
on the participation of more than 200 solidary
swimmers.
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OBRE BÉ ELS ULLS (Open your Eyes Well) Program

Prevention activities on specific types of child maltreatment addressed to different groups such as
children and adolescents, professionals, families, Administration and general population. Within this
Program we find the Comunica’t amb seguretat Project and the dissemination of the One in Five
Council of Europe Campaign.

1. Comunica’t amb seguretat Project

Objectives
-

To promote the responsible and safety use of the information and communication
technologies (IT) among children and adolescents, their families and teachers,

-

To spread knowledge among children on the potentialities of ITs and raise awareness on
possible risks, acting on the development of their own responsibility, self-protection and the
protection of the others’ rights,

-

To raise awareness among parents, caregivers and teachers on the necessity of
accompanying children in their experience with the digital world as an inseparable part of
the educational process and as a good practice of their fatherhood,

-

To showcase the positive aspects of ITs as tools of increasing use and to highlight ITs aren’t
good or bad and it depends on the use we make of them.
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How do we do it?
The

project

is

developed

through

workshops addressed to elementary and
secondary students, teachers, parents and
caregivers, with a length of two hours,
usually in two sessions.

With the aim of adapting the trainings as much as possible, first before the first sessions, we meet
with the teaching team and we deliver a survey to the target group about its habits on the use and
its knowledge on the ITs so we can detect possible risk situations. Once the workshop is performed
we deliver another survey on the satisfaction of the workshop and, if a risk situation is detected,
confirmed or revealed we offer our collaboration through the ACULL Program.
Used as back-up, a .ppt presentation is performed where different theoretical concepts with images
and videos are inserted in order to promote reflection, so sessions can be agile and participatory.
Once the workshop is over, an institutional brochure with a good practices' Decalogue is delivered
to the participants, so they can bear in mind the advices shared.

Geographical distribution of the
Comunica't amb Seguretat
Workshops

Results
During 2015, 58 workshops were implemented
in 12 different educational centers in the cities

14%

of Barcelona, Mataró, Sabadell and Badalona.
Through these activities we have reached 758

14%
7%

65%
Barcelona
Mataró
Sabadell
Badalona

direct beneficiaries among which, elementary
and secondary students, parents and teachers.
According to the opinions collected through
the

satisfaction

surveys,

the

positive

assessment of the activity has a rate between
the 90% and 95%.
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2. One in Five Campaign

Process started during 2012 in the context of the partnership commitment assumed by ACIM with
the Council of Europe, which continues until now.

As stated in the last activities reports, the aim of ACIM has been to bring the One in Five Council of
Europe Campaign to the Catalan territory in the context of the associative objective of preventing
child sexual abuse and other forms of child maltreatment and to raise awareness of professionals
from education, Social Services, Health and Society in general with the aim of preventing risk
situations, and to act, orientate and be a support for children and adolescents victims.
During 2015 no new presentations of the Campaign have been implemented, but it has to be
mentioned the 860 direct beneficiaries from different fields, families and general population we
reached with the message of the Campaign –prevention of child sexual abuse- and the promotion
of good treatment, during the fourteen presentations carried out since its beginning, beneficiaries
which assessed the activity as positive and necessary. Naturally, presumably the total amounts of
indirect beneficiaries have been much higher.
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DRETS EN ACCIÓ (Rights in Action) Program

In the context of the guidelines by the Council of Europe through its Program Building a Europe for
and with Children implemented since 2006, and continuing with the initiative started in the context
of the 25th anniversary of the United Nations Convention of the Rights of the Child in 2014, we have
maintained and increased the development of the Drets en Acció Program.

Objectives
-

To reach general population with the dissemination of the rights of children and adolescents
as an essential requirement for the community to take responsibility in the defense of these
rights and the training of future happy and committed citizens.

-

Taking into account the impossibility of defending what it's unknown, we want that children
and adolescents know their rights and become aware of the necessity of self-protection,
protections of others’ rights and the obligations they involve.

-

To raise awareness, prevent and collaborate in order to eliminate any kind of child
maltreatment, although it has to be mentioned that most of the demands are addressed at
activities to prevent discrimination, peer violence, bullying and sexism.
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-

To provide tools and strategies to parents and caregivers in order they can exercise a
positive fatherhood.

-

To highlight that rights are not a nature phenomenon but the product of social and political
long term processes which must be defended in order to not lose them and that the formal
recognition is a only the first step and a daily work is needed for their effective
implementation.

How do we do it?
The project is implemented through training sessions, workshops, talks and games addressed at
elementary and secondary students and their teachers, university students or training degrees
students and different groups as the elderly, women’s or neighbors’ associations, with a length of
one or two hours/sessions depending on the demand and the availability.
In order to adapt the contents and emphasize those topics such as bullying, adolescent sexism,
ethnic or religious discrimination, lack of skills in the exercise of fatherhood, etc. to the
necessities and curiosity of the target group, first before the first session, we meet with the
reference agents (head teachers, teaching teams, municipal technicians, etc.). In this way we
have been able to design activities addressed at a very different kind of public like an elderly
association, neighbors, students from different centers and UEC (unit for shared
scholarship), parents from a Mother and Child center, girls linked to Social Services and, the
most common, elementary and secondary students, families and teachers.
Once the activity is performed, a satisfaction survey is delivered and, if a risk situation is detected,
confirmed or revealed we offer our collaboration through the ACULL Program.
The format depends on the groups, they can count on the support of a .ppt presentation or not, but
in any case, and with nuances, they have three parts: a historical introduction on the social and
political processes and outstanding personalities which have permitted to reach the nowadays
situation of recognition of the rights of children and adolescents; a dynamic mobile gaming (rights'
cards, pyramid game, labels game); exchange of the groups' reflections and review of the rights by
groups, highlighting and going into detail about the most sensitive topics. Once the workshop is
over, an institutional brochure with a good practices' Decalogue is delivered to the participants, so
they can bear in mind the advices shared.
Results
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During this second year of implementation, 41 activities were performed in 13 different educational,
recreational, community and associative centers in the cities of Barcelona, Esparraguera, Sabadell
and Viladecans. Through the different workshops, talks, training sessions and the participation in
open activities, we have reached 900 direct beneficiaries, among elementary and secondary
students, parents, teachers, university students and other educational degrees, the elderly,
neighbors, women groups and general population. According to the opinions collected at the
satisfaction surveys, the positive assessment of the activity has a rate between the 85% and 95%.

Geographical distribution of the activities
17%
58%

10%

Barcelona

Esparraguera
Sabadell

Viladecans
15%
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Interdisciplinary working groups
We keep the conviction that the prevention and management of child maltreatment as well as the
promotion of good treatment, have to be joint tasks. That, in the day by day of the Association,
implies the establishment of contacts and the collaboration with professional colleges (attorneys,
psychologist, social work), public and private entities from Health, public educational centers and
chartered schools, child attention services, security forces, social services, specific municipal
services (women attention services, gender politics) and services and agents from the legal field.

Interdisciplinary working group on the Violation of Children’s Rights in conflictive
couple breakups
As stated in the last activities reports, ACIM has had the satisfaction of promoting and leading an
interdisciplinary taskforce of high professional qualification which, since December 2013, is working
in the knowledge that the instrumentalization of children in the framework of conflictive couple
breakups is a specific form of child maltreatment deserving special attention due its particularities
and, over all, deserving new prevention and awareness raising strategies, aimed at general
population as well as at those professionals involved.

The presentations carried out had a format of working sessions, with a presentation of the
developed documents and debate by groups around the three key topics:

o

Risk indicators and protection factors,

o

Functioning of the services and professionals network,

o

Awareness raising strategies

The distribution of these debate groups was made trying to reflect in each one the same rate of
attendance according the different professional fields. Each attendee had to answer the
corresponding motivating questions, first individually, then sharing their answer into subgroups
and, finally, agreed with the whole group, the conclusions to be presented at the end of each
session, so everyone could make a contribution.
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Throughout the presentations, the contributions, from a total of 250 professionals from different
working fields and services (social services, 30%, law, 25,7%, health, 22,15%, education, 15,7%; others
– local police, Mossos d’Esquadra, journalism, FAPAC -5,6%) along all Catalan territory, have been
collected.

Working group presentations attendance, by professional field

45%
40%
35%
30%

Health

25%

Social Services

20%

Law
Education

15%

Other

10%
5%
0%

Barcelona

Lleida

Tarragona

Girona
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Total

 February 25, CosmoCaixa, Barcelona
Presentation of the working group and the framework document by the president and vicepresident of
ACIM, Maria-Eulàlia Palau and Josep Lluís Ortuño
Debate groups task:
Risk indicators; Montserrat Tur, moderator, and Marta Simó, rapporteur
Net or web?; Carles Girbau, moderator, Carmen Varela, rapporteur.
Awareness raising strategies; Jordi Casajoana, moderator, Connie Capdevila, rapporteur.

Closing
Mercè Caso, Family judge, dean of the Barcelona Courts

 October 29, Lleida Law School (UdL)
Presentation of the working group and the framework document by the president and vicepresident of
ACIM, Maria-Eulàlia Palau and Josep Lluís Ortuño.
Debate groups task:
Risk indicators; Francesc Domingo, moderator, Teresa Vallmanya, rapporteur
Net or web?; Susagna Nevado, moderator, Carme Piqué, rapporteur.
Awareness raising strategies; Dora Padial, moderator, Josefina Marquilles, rapporteur.

Closing
María José Puyalto, Lleida Law School dean, Carme Tello, ACIM Western Lands.
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November 24, Tarragona Legal Science School (URV)
Presentation of the working group and the framework document by the president and vicepresident of
ACIM, Maria-Eulàlia Palau and Ana Santos Gorraiz, Person Services Deputy Mayor of Tarragona city.
Debate groups task:
Risk indicators; Josefina Masip, moderator, Patricia Terradellas, rapporteur
Net or web?; Isabel Vallès, moderator, Marta Rion, rapporteur.
Awareness raising strategies; Conxa Torres, moderator, Carmen Ponce, rapporteur.

Closing
Jesús María del Cacho, Tarragona’s Minors Judge

 November 26, Girona Psychology and Education School (UdG)
Presentation of the working group and the framework document by the president and vicepresident of
ACIM, Maria-Eulàlia Palau and Maria Carme Montserrat, UdG researcher.
Debate groups task:
Risk indicators; Francesc Bastida, moderator, Dolors Corominas, rapporteur
Net or web?; Anna Galobardes, moderator, Jose Contreras, rapporteur.
Awareness raising strategies; José Ramón Juárez, moderator, Sacramento Mayoral, rapporteur.

Closing
Fernando Lacaba, Judge President of Girona Provincial Court
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The reflections and conclusions gathered throughout the presentations mentioned before were presented
at the conference held in Barcelona's City of Justice on December 10 and 17, in collaboration with the Local
Bar Association.

 December 10
Presentation by Maria-Eulàlia Palau and Xavier Puigdollers, President of the ICAB’s childhood section and
reading of the conclusions by Conxita Vila (Vocal of ACIM’s Board of Directors).
Conference by Dr. Jorge Cardona, member of the United Nations Rights of the Child Committee.

 December 17
Round table with the family lawyers Carmen Regueiro and Maria del Pilar Tintoré, the participation of
Maria-Eulàlia Palau and the moderation of Mercè Caso, dean Judge

According to the future proposals approved, during 2016 the third stage of the working group will
be implemented, and it will be dedicated to training and awareness raising activities with new
edited material, address to professionals and general population.
All the material related to this Group, the documents developed during the first stage as well as the
contributions gathered during the presentations and the references to good practices developed in
other territories and services, can be consulted at the institutional web section.

Interdisciplinary group about visible and invisible violences at school
ACIM wants to start a new interdisciplinary working group, in this case about visible and invisible
violence at school, in order to tackle the different expressions that violence could assume in the
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relationships within the school environment, whether bullying, with the participation of adults or
even from institutions or administrations.
At the closing of 2015, this group is in process of summon and the date of the first meeting will be at
the beginning of the second trimester of 2016.

ACIM Terres de Ponent (Western Lands)

One more year our partners and associates from Western Lands organized the summer course at
the Lleida School about “child maltreatment and child sexual abuse” on July 6 to 10, with a length
of 30 hours and 45 hours of students work.
Teachers were the psychologists Susagna Nevado and Carme Tella, the social worker Carme Piqué,
the pedagogue Maria Angels Balcells and the pediatricians Teresa Vallmanya, Zaira Ibars and
Francesc Domingo.
24 students attended the course,
mostly students from UdL, which
assessed very positively (9,35 on a
scale from 1-10) the contents as
well as the teachers and 100% of
them stated that they would
repeat the experience.

On the other hand, following the line of activities a long time ago implemented, Carme Piqué and
Francesc Domingo, with the collaboration of Josep Maria Sagrera, coordinated a new meeting at
the Monastery of Santamaria de Bellpuig de les Avellanes (March, 13-15) about the topic “see and
reposer: a path to recover the child mode”, with Fidel Delgado.
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We highlight too the celebration of the XXV
Anniversary of the Catalan Federation of Social
Volunteering, of which ACIM is a member.
Taking this event, the federation awarded Dr.
Francesc Domingo Salvany, our founder and
indefatigable collaborator from Western Lands,
the recognition to volunteering prize.

Training
Three training sessions addressed at ACIM’s volunteers with the participation of the technical team
have been held, with aim to delve into the reality of child maltreatment, the legislation in force and
the analysis of cases. The sessions had a length of two hours with a total of 9 attendees each one
(ACIM's headquarters, April and May, 2015).
Two more training sessions were held too about “the child protection system in Catalonia”
addressed at two higher level education cycles from Terrassa’s Montserrat Roig High School, one of
Social Integration and the other of Child Education. The sessions took place on November 12 and
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December 10, given by the social worker Conxita Vila, associated and member of ACIM’s Board of
Directors. Each one counted on 50 attendees.
Likewise, three training sessions about Children’s Rights with 12 attendees and a recording session
were held in the framework of the Miradas Project by the Catalan Foundation of Social
Volunteering in collaboration with students and teachers from Barcelona’s Claret School addressed
at future professionals linked with childhood and adolescence (May and June, 2015).

Institutional Participation
 Children’s Rights Observatory (Directorate General of attention to Childhood and
Adolescence, Social Welfare and Family Department, Generalitat of Catalonia). Participation
of ACIM in the plenary sessions and in the permanent commission all year long, and
attendance at the presentation of the materials of the III Catalan conferences on Childhood
(February 16, 2015).
 Monitoring commission of the framework protocol on child sexual abuse and other severe
maltreatments, under the direction of the Children's Ombudsperson deputy; revision
sessions on March 20, 2015.
 Press conference in the context of the “Children Victims of violence” International Day at
the Barcelona’s Bar Association (June 4, 2015).
 Barcelona's Children’s Rights Network.
ACIM is member of this network since
2014 and attends, as full member, the
plenary sessions, the Childhood party’s
preparatory sessions (October 18, 2015,
North Station) and special presentations
such

as

the

videos

developed

in

collaboration with the students from
Quatre Cantons High School (November
20,2015 CC Can Felipa).
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 Childhood and Adolescence Table of Catalonia – TIAC. ACIM’s vice-president, Mr. Josep Lluís
Ortuño, has continued representing the association at this Table, in which he has been the
treasurer.
 Receptions and highlighted interviews.
o Mrs. Ana Silva and Mrs. Valeria Arredondo, Person Management Directors and
Technical Management from the NGO Paicabí, Chilean entity working on the field of
childhood and family (October 26, 2015).
o Mr. Salem Rashed Alwois, consul-general and Mr. Islam Gamil business manager from
the United Arab Emirates' Consulate in Barcelona (November 12, 2015).

Conferences and seminars attendance
Among many conferences and seminars, ACIM has participated in the following ones:
 Emotional education conference. Emotional education and family, XI Barcelona University
(March 20 and 21, 2015)
 Institutional maltreatment conference, L’entrebanc, Barcelona (April 17, 2015)
 IV technical counseling in family conference, “Good practices in cases of family breakups:
“Parents, I’m not divorced”, CEJFE Barcelona (June 11, 2015).
 First symposium about the actuation criteria of public administrations, office of the
prosecutor and the jurisdiccional organs before the protection of children and adolescents,
Barcelona Law School, UB (June 22, 2015).
 “One in Five-ECPAT” conferences, Comillas University, Madrid (September 21-22 and
September 23, 2015).
 XIII IAN IA international conferences about “emotional link and violent conducts during
childhood and adolescence”, Lleida (October 22, 2015); and presentation of the book
coordinated by the associated Carme Tello Casany (Esplugues, November 6, 2015).
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 Minor’s technical teams conference about “bullying, a challenge to go beyond the
coexistence; keys to understand and tools to intervene”, City of Justice, Barcelona
(November 27, 2015).

Communication
The association maintains its channels of communication implemented in previous years, working at
the same time, as channels of reception of any kind of demands and different users (counseling,
training, attention, etc.).
o

Web site http://www.acim.cat/ - that allows the association to disseminate its data,

programs, projects and news and therefore it becomes a means through which many
persons and entities can know and contact us, share materials, etc.
o

Facebook

Fan-page

https://www.facebook.com/acim.associacio

and

Twitter

https://twitter.com/acimassociacio - excellent channels for the dissemination at all levels,
institutional or particular, local or from other cities or countries, although until now there
aren’t the most used channels.
Mass media:
o

Program Para todos la 2, TV2 about “Child maltreatment”, Maria-Eulàlia Palau together

with the prosecutor Juan José Márquez (Barcelona) and the teacher Jorge Fernández del
Valle (Asturias) (January 20, 2015).
o

Program Para todos la 2, TV2 about the “Violation of children’s rights in conflictive

parent breakups”, Maria-Eulàlia Palau (March 16, 2015)
o

Participation in the press conference about Children victims of violence International

Day, Barcelona Bar Association, Maria-Eulàlia Palau (June 04, 2015)
o

Participation in the “Ciudad Solidaria” program, Onda Cero, Maria-Eulàlia Palau (July 06,

2015)
o

“El matí” program, radio COPE Catalunya, Maria-Eulàlia Palau (August 06,2015)

o

Interview with Marta Rosés for the publication of the Roger Torné Foundation, Maria-

Eulàlia Palau and Viviana de Sousa-Serro (August 31, 2015)
o

Phone interview with Diario de Tarragona, in the context of the presentation of the

working group at the URV on November 24, Maria-Eulàlia palau (November 16, 2015).
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o

Participation in “Matí de Tarragona Ràdio” program, about the working group topic,

Maria-Eulàlia palau (November 18, 2015)
o

Recording of the ACIM’s institutional video as a collaboration of Diomira-TIAC

(November 30, 2015)
o

Participation in “En familia” Toni Guerrero's program, Radio Estel, Maria-Eulàlia Palau

(December 12, 2015).

Funding
During 2015, public funding resources of the association were as follow:
- Ministry of Health, Social Services and Equality, which maintains the public subsidy for the ACULL
Program, with the same amount as in previous years.
- Generalitat of Catalonia, through the Grant –usually quadrennial- for Intestate Inheritance, which
has contributed to the Comunica’t amb Seguretat project within the Obre bé els ulls program.
- Barcelona city council, collaborating in the funding of the Comunica’t amb Seguretat project,
Obre bé els ulls program and Construïm una Barcelona per i amb la infància within the Drets en Acció
program.
- Provincial council of Lleida, for the first time, collaborating in the funding of one of the activities
within the Derts en Acció program, specifically the presentation of the interdisciplinary working
group on “Violation of children’s rights in conflictive couple breakups”, (October 29, Lleida Law
School, UdL).
From private sector, besides the donations made by the Nàpols office of Caixa Bank, we have
counted on the economic collaboration of entities such as:
- Agrupación Foundation, contributing to the Comunica’t amb Seguretat project within the Obre bé
els ulls program;
- Barcelona’s Cultural and sports firemen association, making a non finalistic donation from its
initiative First Solidary Mile (see chapter "Awareness raising activities", page 10 within this activities
report);
- Small World (Abu Dhabi), international solidary initiative before which ACIM has been sponsored by
the association Spanish Women in Abu Dhabi for the second consecutive year.
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Expenses
Rentals

2.701,17

Supplies

1.045,29

Perishable material

2.482,38

Other services

3.453,69

Independent professional services

848,00

ITs

1.109,49

Insurances

439,68

Personnel costs

78.527,93

Other expenses

4.369,99

Total

94.975,62

Incomes
Individual associates fees

5.730,00

Institutional associates fees

2.000,00

Public grants

81.695,91

Private grants

9.919,14

Donations

5.121,90

Other incomes

1.638,58

Total

106.105,53

Sources of incomes

Individual associates fees
Institutional associates fees
Public grants
Private grants

Donations
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Design and coordination: ACIM’s technical team

Human resources and

Hired personnel: four technicians part-time work

associates

Volunteers: twenty

( December 31, 2014)

Associates: 90 individuals, 6 institutionals

Foundation

Barcelona, 8/3/88

Registration

9664-B, secció 1a . Registre Territorial d’Associacions de la Direcció General del Dret i d’Entitats
Jurídiques del Departament de Justícia de Generalitat de Catalunya
Y00727. Registre d’Entitats, Serveis i Establiments Socials del Departament d’Acció Social i Ciutadania
de la Generalitat de Catalunya

Private and public

Public utility entity declared by Ressolution of the Ministry of Interior (Order INT/4256/2006, 26

recognitions

December, BOE 23 January 2007).
Creu de Sant Jordi, in 2007 awarded by the Generalitat of Catalonia
Prize Janusz Korckzak of the Rights of the Child of Juristes sense Fronteres Foundation (2008).
Prize Josep Parera of Obra Social Caixa Penedès (2005)
Prize Obra Social Caixa Sabadell (2008)
Prizes Pizarra de Raimunda (2008 i 2014).
Prize Cercle Solidari, Condis children and New Technologies (2008).

Physical and virtual

Hotel d’Entitats La Pau, c/ Pere Vergés, 1, Planta 10, Despatxos 2 i 3, 08020, Barcelona

headquarters location

93 511 4416 -660 139 467
www.acim.cat
acim@acim.cat
https://www.facebook.com/acim.associacio
https://twitter.com/acimassociacio

ACIM is member of:
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